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Abstract
There are various situations where image data is binary:
character recognition, result of image segmentation etc. As
a first contribution, we compare Gaussian based principal
component analysis (PCA), which is often used to model
images, and ”binary PCA” which models the binary data
more naturally using Bernoulli distributions. Furthermore,
we address the problem of data alignment. Image data is often perturbed by some global transformations such as shifting, rotation, scaling etc. In such cases the data needs to be
transformed to some canonical aligned form. As a second
contribution, we extend the binary PCA to the ”transformation invariant mixture of binary PCAs” which simultaneously corrects the data for a set of global transformations
and learns the binary PCA model on the aligned data. 1

1. Introduction
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a popular technique for processing, compressing and visualizing data.
PCA finds a low dimensional representation of the data by
linear projection, this linearity is a limiting factor for complex data. While nonlinear variants have been proposed,
an alternative paradigm is to capture data complexity by a
combination of local linear projections. This leads to the
mixture of probabilistic PCAs (MPPCA) [10] model. In
computer vision PCA has been used to model faces [11],
handwritten digits [4], for tracking objects [1], etc.
The usual probabilistic PCA model is based on a Gaussian density over the data [10]. There are various situations,
however, where the processed image data is binary or can
be considered binary. Character recognition is an example
where the data is usually binary by nature. Furthermore,
various image segmentation algorithms, used to preprocess
data, typically lead to binary data, e.g. skin-color segmentation, and foreground/background segmentation [14]. Fi1 The work described in this paper was partially supported by the EU
FP6-002020 COGNIRON (”The Cognitive Companion”) project.
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nally, the ”layered image model” [12] represents an image
as a composition of layers where each layer corresponds
to a different object. The layers are combined using binary masks. In fact, the skin-color segmentation and the
foreground/background segmentation can be seen as simple
two-layer models. In all these cases binary data naturally
occurs, but is often modelled using Gaussian-based models
for simplicity. In this paper we consider Bernoulli distributions instead, which are more natural for binary data.
In this paper we build upon the ”binary PCA” model of
[8], which is based on linear compression of the log-odds
of the Bernoulli distributions modeling the pixel values.
We apply binary PCA on binary image data and compare
it to Gaussian-based PCA. As mentioned above, mixtures
of PCA models can be used to handle more complex data.
However, it still might be difficult to model variation due
to global transformations, such as shifts, rotations, scaling,
etc. Take for example the binary images of a silhouette of a
human walking in Figure 1. If we use the PCA directly on
the images then it will focus on describing the translation
of the person since it is the dominant image deformation.
It is more natural to handle the unknown translation separately, and to use PCA to describe the complex non-rigid
deformations of the silhouette. In spirit of [3, 6] we present
a ”transformation invariant mixture of binary PCAs” which
is invariant to a set of global transformations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 we briefly describe the binary PCA model, and in Sections 3 and 4 we extend it to the transformation invariant
mixture of binary PCAs. In Section 5 we present experimental results, and in Section 6 we list our conclusions and
some topics for further research.

2. Binary PCA
A natural way to model binary data is using Bernoulli
distributions. For an univariate variable x ∈ {0, 1} we have:
p(x|α) = αx (1 − α)1−x

(1)

where α is the probability that x = 1. Using the log-odds
parameter θ = log(α/(1 − α)) and the logistic function

frame 1

σ(θ) = (1 + e−θ )−1 this can be equivalently written as:
p(x|θ) = σ(θ)x σ(−θ)1−x .

frame 44

frame 64

(2)

The log-likelihood from above can then be written as:
L(θ) = xθ + log σ(−θ).

(3)

Suppose we have N images of equal size, the n-th image
will be denoted by Xn and the pixel value at position d in
2D image coordinates is denoted by Xn (d). Another notation that we will use considers the image as a long vector
obtained by concatenating the rows of the image. If the image has D pixels we will get a D-dimensional vector. The
d-th element of the vector will be denoted by Xnd and it
will correspond to the value denoted by Xn (d) of the image. The data set of N images can then be represented by a
large N × D dimensional matrix X where the rows of the
matrix contain the images and Xnd denotes the d-th pixel
of the n-th image. Given the log-odds, the pixels within an
image are considered independent and we can write:
Y
σ(Θnd )Xnd σ(−Θnd )1−Xnd . (4)
p(Xn |Θn ) =

a) the original images (middle),reconstruction using L = 5
component binary PCA (top), reconstruction using L = 1
transformation invariant binary PCA (bottom).
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The log-odds parameter corresponding to the pixel value
Xnd is denoted by Θnd . The log-likelihood of the data set
of N images equals:
X
Xnd Θnd + log σ(−Θnd ).
(5)
L(Θ) =
n,d

Binary principal component analysis [8] starts by assuming
that each row of the log-odds matrix Θ is given by the row
vector µ plus a linear combination of L  D basis vectors
(images) contained in the rows of the L × D matrix W .
The linear combination is obtained through the coefficients
contained in the N × L matrix U :
X
Θnd = µd +
Unl Wld .
(6)
l

We will denote the parameters of the log-odds matrix by
Ω = (µ, W, U ). The low dimensional structure in the data
can then be discovered by finding the parameters Ω that
maximize the log-likelihood (5). The maximum can not
be found in closed form but there exist an efficient iterative procedure [8]. For completeness of the text the iterative
update equations are given in Appendix A.

3. Transformation invariant binary PCA
Before applying PCA to the data it makes sense to transform the data to some canonical aligned form as we discussed in the introduction. See also Figure 1. Let T denote the unknown global transformation (typically translation, rotation or scaling) that transforms the image Xn into
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b) the model learned using the transformation invariant
binary PCA.

Figure 1. Illustration of transformation invariant binary PCA. A
human walking sequence of 64 frames was used to learn the
model. The image size is 140 × 190. The sequence presents the
result of a simple foreground/background segmentation algorithm.
Note that U nicely captures the cyclical walking motion while W
models the corresponding deformations.

some canonical form Zn = T (Xn ). We will consider the
T as a random variable with a prior distribution p(T ). The
probabilistic model can be written as:
p(Xn , T |Θn ) = p(T )p(Xn |T , Θn ),
Y
p(Xn |T , Θn ) =
σ(Θnd )Znd σ(−Θnd )(1−Znd ) .

(7)
(8)

d

The transformation T variable is unobserved. The EM algorithm [2] can be used to perform the transformation invariant PCA but in general case this might be intractable. In
spirit of [3, 6] we consider only a discrete set of T transformations Tt ∈ {T1 , ..., TT }. We denote the prior on transformations by pt = p(Tt ). The likelihood becomes:
X
pt p(Xn |Tt , Θn ).
(9)
p(Xn |Θn ) =
t

and the log-likelihood for a set of N images is:
X
L(Ω) =
ln p(Xn |Θn ).
n

(10)

The transformation invariant PCA is performed by finding
the parameters Ω = (pt , µ, W, U ) that maximize (10).

3.1. EM algorithm
The log-likelihood is a complex function. The EM algorithm presents a simple iterative solution and it is derived as
follows. First from the Jensen’s inequality we have:
X
X
qnt ln qnt (11)
qnt ln pt p(Xn |Tt , Θn ) −
L(Ω) ≥
n,t

n,t

where qnt P
is a N × T matrix, and each row is a discrete distribution: t qnt = 1. Only the first term from the equation
depends on the parameters Ω and it is denoted as:
X
Q(Ω) =
qnt ln pt p(Xn |Tt , Θn ).
(12)
n,t

b denote the current parameter estimates in the EM itarLet Ω
b the corresponding log-odds values.
ative procedure and Θ
The exact EM sets the qnt to the posterior distribution over
the unknown transformation
b n ) = p(Xn , Tt |Θ
b n )/p(Xn |Θ
b n ).
qnt = p(Tt |Xn , Θ

(13)

It can be shown that the inequality sign in (11) becomes
b Then the new paramaters Ω
b are found
equality for Ω = Ω.
that maximize the function Q while keeping qnt fixed.
These two steps are repeated iteratively until convergence:
E step:
M step:

3.2. E step

calculate Q(Ω)
b = arg max(Q(Ω)).
Ω
Ω

(14)
(15)

P By substituting (8) into (12), taking into account that
t qnt = 1, we obtain:
X
X
Q(Ω) =
qnt ln pt +
hZnd iΘnd + log σ(−Θnd ) (16)
n,t

n,d

where
hZnd i =

X

qnt Znd .

(17)

t

The hZnd i can be seen as ”expected aligned data” since qnt
are set to the posterior distribution for the unknown transformation. Next, we discuss how to efficiently calculate Q
for a large number of possible discrete transformations.

3.3. Fast E step for discrete shifts
It is particulary interesting to consider the discrete 2D
image shift transformation since it is a common transformation to align images. Furthermore, an efficient solution

for the E step is available as we describe here. Note that
by transforming an image to log-polar coordinates, shifts
correspond to rotations and scalings [13].
Let Tt correspond to a 2D discrete shift described by the
2D vector t. A pixel value of the aligned image is then
Znd = Zn (d) = Xn (d + t). We consider all possible
discrete shifts. The total number of shifts is equal to the
number of pixels D. We will show, following [3], that it is
possible to calculate Q(Ω) in D log D time.
First, we will need to calculate the posterior distribution
qnt for all D possible shifts. The likelihood (7) equals:
#
"
X
b dn + log σ(−Θ
b dn ) (18)
b n ) = pt exp
Znd Θ
p(Xn , Tt |Θ
d

By using the alternative notation where we consider the Zn
b n as 2D arrays and not just as long vectors, the above
and Θ
equation can be written as:
#
"
X
b
b
Xn (d + t)Θn (d) + log σ(−Θn (d)) . (19)
pt exp
d

The summation goes now over the 2D image positions d.
The second term in the exponent is computed in linear time.
The first term in the exponent has the form of a 2D convolub n . It is possible to compute the
tion of image Xn with the Θ
first term for all possible discrete shifts t efficiently using
the fast fourier transform (FFT). The computation time will
be proportional to D log D. The final qn t-s are computed
by normalization (13).
Note that qnt , for a fixed n, has T = D values and can be
also considered as a 2D array. We denote qnt corresponding
to the discrete shift t as qn (t). Using this notation we can
write hZnd i as:
X
hZdn i =
qn (t)Xn (d + t).
(20)
t

Again the equation has form of a 2D image convolution and
can be computed efficiently. In conclusion Q(Ω) can be
computed efficiently by performing for each image 2 image
convolutions and a few simple additional operations computed in time linear with respect to the number of pixels D.

3.4. M step
The first term in Q(Ω) depends only on pt . It is easy
to verify that the pt maximizing Q(Ω) is given by pt =
(1/N )Σn qnt . If there is not enough data to estimate pt
reliably, we may use a uniform prior distribution over the
transformations: pt = 1/D.
The second term in Q(Ω) has the same form as the log
likelihood for the binary PCA from the previous section (5).
The only difference is that the data Xnd is replaced by the
expected aligned data hZnd i computed as described above.

It is not possible to find the maximum of Q(Ω) with respect
to µ, U and W directly but we can use the same iterative
b Alternaprocedure as in the regular binary PCA to find Ω.
tively we could use just one step of the iterative procedure
that will improve Q(Ω) and continue to E-step again. This
presents a generalized EM algorithm that also has a guaranteed convergence.

normal PCA

3.5. The algorithm summary

binary PCA

For the sake of clarity we summarize the practical algorithm for the discrete shifts:
Initialization: The parameter µ can be initialized by the
mean value for the data taking care that it represents the
log-odds. However in case where there are large shifts in
the data it might be useful to take a single image and set
the µnd to some small positive value for white pixels and
small negative value for the black pixels. For the first few
iterations we keep the basis vectors V and the coefficients
U to zero and then initialize them by some small random
values, for example sampled from a zero mean Gaussian
distribution with the standard deviation 0.001.
1: For each image calculate the posterior distribution for
all possible shifts qnt using (13) and (19).
2: Calculate the expected aligned images hZn i (20).
b using the update
3: Update the parameter estimates Ω
equations from Appendix A and, if required that for pt .
4: Stop if increase of the data (log)likelihood is below
some threshold, otherwise go to 1.

4. Transformation invariant clustering
A more flexible model can be obtained if a mixture of
PCAs is used. This is particulary appropriate if the data is
naturally divided into a number of clusters. The extension
of the transformation invariant PCA from the previous section to transformation invariant mixture of PCAs is straightforward, similar to [10], and we describe it here only briefly.
We intricude an additional discrete unobserved variable
c ∈ {1, . . . , C} which denotes the unknown class (cluster)
label. For each of the C clusters we have a separate set of
log-odds parameters Θc and corresponding µc , Wc , Uc . By
Θcn we denote the log-odds parameters for the c-th class
and n-th image. The model (7) becomes:
p(Xn , Tt , c|Θ) = pct p(Xn |T , Θcn )

(21)

where pct = p(Tt , c) is the joint prior distribution on class
labels and the transformations. The joint posterior equals:
b = p(Xn , Tt |Θ)/p(X
b
b
qcnt = p(Tt , c|Xn , Θ)
n |Θn ).

(22)

The posterior distribution on the class label c is qcn =
P
t qcnt . The EM steps are performed in similar way as before. In case of discrete shifts (19) and (20) are performed
for every class c.

original

Figure 2. A few 28×28 images from the MNIST dataset are shown
in the middle row. The reconstructed images using the normal
PCA are presented in the top row and the images reconstructed
using the binary PCA are in the last row.

e2
Norm.PCA 0.015 (0.006)
Bin.PCA
0.006 (0.003)

elog
7.6 (0.6)
6.4 (0.3)

e01
0.039 (0.012)
0.029 (0.009)

Table 1. Reconstruction error results for the MNIST dataset. Normal and binary PCA with L = 40 components are compared. The
mean error per pixel over all images is reported. The standard
deviation over images is reported within the brackets.

5. Experiments
In this section we analyze the performance of the transformation invariant binary component analysis on a number
of examples. We start with comparing the Bernoulli to the
Gaussian based component analysis.

5.1. Reconstruction/compression
In order to compare the quality of the Gaussian and
Bernoulli based models we conducted several experiments.
In each experiment we learn a model on a collection of images Xn . We used 5000 images from the 60000 training
images in the MNIST dataset [7]. The remaining images
are used for testing. The dataset contains 28 × 28 images
of handwritten digits. Using the model, we compress the
images to the PCA scores. Finally, we use the model to
project the PCA scores back to images X̂n . See some examples in Figure 2. We then measure the difference between
the original image and its reconstruction after compression/decompression. We measured the error in three ways.
(i) Quadratic loss: the sum
P of the squared differences per
pixel value, e2 = (1/D) d (Xnd − X̂nd )2 . (ii)Sigmoidal
loss: the sum of the log-likelihood of the
P original images
given the reconstructions, elog = 1/D d Xnd ln X̂nd +
(1 − Xnd ) ln(1 − X̂nd ). As the reconstruction from the
Gaussian model can be outside (0, 1), we first map values
outside this interval to  = 10−6 and 1 − epsilon respectively.(iii) Zero-one loss: first we threshold the reconstruc-

binary PCA

5.3. Clustering

original

transformation invariant binary PCA

Figure 3. Example resconstructions of 56 × 56 images constructed
by randomly positioning the images from the MNIST dataset. Reconstructed images using the binary PCA with L = 40 (top), the
original images (middle), and reconstructions using transformation invariant binary PCA with L = 40 (bottom).

Bin.PCA
Trans. inv.
Bin.PCA

e2
0.010 (0.003)
0.006 (0.003)

elog
5.47
(0.3)
5.12
(0.6)

e01
0.021 (0.007)
0.012 (0.006)

Table 2. Reconstruction error results for the MNIST dataset with
random global 2D shifts. The original 28 × 28 images are set at
a random position in a larger 56 × 56 image. Binary PCA and
transformation invariant binary PCA with L = 40 components are
compared. The mean error per pixel over all images is reported.
The standard deviation over images is reported within the brackets.

tions at σ(Θnd ) > 1/2 to get a binary reconstruction X̂n01 ,
then we measure the number
that differ from the
P of pixels 01
|. The results for
original, e01 = (1/D) d |Xnd − X̂nd
L = 40 PCA are reported in Table 5.1. Clearly, binary PCA
leads to big improvements, also visible in Figure 2.

5.2. Reconstruction/compression - non-aligned data
We performed a similar experiment to the experiment
from the previous section but now the data was not aligned.
We used the MNIST data and generated a new non-aligned
dataset by placing each MNIST 28 × 28 image into a larger
56 × 56 image at a random position. See Figure 3. The binary PCA and the transformation invariant binary PCA with
L = 40 components are compared. For the transformation
invariant binary PCA we used for each image the inverse of
the most likely global transformation maxt (qnt ) to reconstruct the original image. The same was done previously in
Figure 1 for the walking sequence. Table 5.2 shows the advantage of transformation invariant binary PCA. In Figure 3
we can see that regular binary PCA with L = 40 could not
deal with the complexity of the data and the reconstructions
look poor. On the other hand, the transformation invariant
version still gives visually quite good reconstruction.

We demonstrate here an application of the transformation invariant mixture of binary PCAs for automatical video
anlysis. A simple 447-frame sequence is recorded of a hand
moving in front of the camera and changing between 3 different configurations. The images are segmented using a
skin-color model. A few frames are shown in Figure 4. We
used these images to train the transformation invariant mixture of binary PCAs with C = 3 classes and L = 1 principal component. The algorithm automatically detects the
three different hand configurations while the small deformations of each configuration are modelled by the principal
component. This is shown in Figure 4b. In the experiments
here we did not include the knowledge that the transitions
through the sequence are smooth as for example in [5]. Including the smoothness probalby improves the results.
Furthermore, we hand labelled the different hand configurations for the whole sequence. This is used as the groundtruth. By looking at the means, see Figure 4b, we decided
which class c corresponds to which hand labelled configuration. Then we compared for each image if the class with
the highest posterior probability qcn (see Section 4) is the
same as the ground-truth label. As the result 435 from the
447 were correctly labelled. We also tried a Gaussian-based
transformation invariant mixture of probabilistic PCA version similar to [6] and the results, from multiple trials using similar initial conditions, were never higher than 420
correctly classified frames. Binary PCA models the binary
data more closely than the Gaussian version. This helps the
mixture of binary PCAs to better separate the data clusters.

6. Conclusions and further work
There are various situations where binary or close-tobinary images need to be analyzed. We presented the transformation invariant mixture of binary PCAs that model the
binary images in a natural way using Bernoulli distributions. In our experiments we show that the binary PCA can
reconstruct binary data much better than the normal PCA.
Furthermore, we describe how the binary PCA can be simply extended to a potentially very useful transformation invariant version which simultaneously corrects the data for
a set of global transformations and learns the binary PCA
model on the aligned data.
A disadvantage of the binary PCA is that it must be performed using an iterative procedure (see Appendix A) while
there is a closed form solution for the Gaussian-based PCA.
This is less relevant in the transformation invariant version
which is iterative in both cases. Still, the iterations require
solving two L × L linear systems for each data point (see
Appendix A) which might be prohibitive if the number of
components L is large. Furthermore, just projecting data
to the PCA low-dimensional space must be done iteratively

Column d of W is computed by solving the linear system:
Σl0 Adll0 Wl0 d = Bdl

(29)

µ-update:
µ = (Σn Hnd )−1 Σn (2Xnd − 1 − Hnd (U V )nd )

(30)

References
a) a few skin-color segmented images from the sequence
σ(µ):
c=1
c=2
c=3

W:

b) the model learned using the transformation invariant
mixture of binary PCAs.

Figure 4. Illustration of transformation invariant mixture of binary
PCAs. The model is learned from a sequence of a moving hand in
three diferent configurations.

while for the Gaussian version this is computed directly.
Another disadvantage is that the binary PCA does not
define a proper generative model that can be used to define conditional distribution on low dimensional coefficients
given the data. Generative versions, e.g. [9], are computationally more expensive.
The MATLAB code for the transformation invariant mixture of binary PCAs will be available at:
http://staff.science.uva.nl/∼zivkovic/

Appendix I: Binary PCA update equations
U-update: First intermediate quantities are computed:

Bnl

Hnd = Θ−1
nd tanh(Θnd /2)
Anll0 = Σd Hnd Wld Wl0 d
= Σd (2Xnd − 1 − Hnd µd )Wld

(23)
(24)
(25)

Row n of U is computed by solving linear system:
Σl0 Anll0 Unl0 = Bnl

(26)

W-update: First intermediate quantities are computed:
Bdl

Adll0 = Σn Hnd Unl Unl0
= Σn (2Xnd − 1 − Hnd µd )Unl

(27)
(28)
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